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even after all these years, pink ann rihals tere liye is considered the
soundtrack of the decade. it is a subgenre of indian pop music that is hard to

find today. it is a special gem that has travelled the decades, without losing its
freshness. “we are honoured to be working with a legend like shammi kapoor,”
sodhi told me. “he is a great singer and has directed a few movies as well. he
is an inspiration to all musicians.” tere liye is a genre of songs that have been
gaining traction. songs like taalmaa, mere dil mein hai, tu mera launda from
yeh hai india, zara dil and tamma tamma are also being sung by the younger

generation. pink ann rihals tere liye is therefore a useful reminder of how some
songs from that era, among other things, inspired us. now we can also explore
how it took the world over. it is an anthem of freedom, a promise of a bright
future. “i am really happy to be back in the industry,” he told me. “pink ann
rihals tere liye is about the youth of the country. it is the voice of the new
india. i am sure the people will really enjoy the songs.” indian tv actress
akshara gowda is known for her acting in shows like balaji telefmseries

'namaste london' and 'astitva' and also in popular web series 'kasu'. she is
currently seen in the balaji telefmseries, 'makkal ennodu thaadiyundu' which
airs on colors tv. she was also seen in the web series 'adhikar' and 'makkal

ennodu thaadiyundu'. she is one of the few actresses who have participated in
the dance reality show 'nach baliye' too. the idea was conceived in 2016.

kshitij came up with the concept and worked on the prototype. it has been
funded by us$20,000 in a venture round from kwan, one of india's leading vcs,

and us$10,000 in a seed round from the mit media lab india initiative.
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JAM8 is a music
incubation platform
founded by music

composer Pritam in 2016
for budding musicians.
Being associated with

Prime Focus Ltd, a media
service powerhouse and

KWAN, a talent
management company,
JAM8 uses high-quality

technology and
infrastructure to offer

solutions to music across
all segments covering
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movies, advertisements
and the OTT space,

providing the best in
quality music output.
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